Among health-conscious consumers and in a food-obsessed culture, “natural” sells. In the U.S. and Europe, the number of food products claiming to contain natural flavors rose 150 percent between 2009 and 2013, according to market research firm Mintel Group, Ltd.

Further, Barbara Pugesek, market manager at FONA International Inc., says natural claims are growing in the food industry, and the use of natural flavors in the U.S. has increased steadily since 2005: In 2012, 7.6 percent of all products claimed to contain natural flavors. To put the market into perspective, Leatherhead Food Research estimates global sales of all flavor compounds at $10 billion.

Mintel reports more than 45 percent of consumers say “all natural” is an important attribute in products — although their definition of “natural” ranges from “better for me” and “contains no artificial ingredients” to “grown without pesticides and synthetic fertilizers.” “People believe ‘natural’ is better for them, but natural flavors per se are not necessarily what they’re looking for,” Pugesek observes. “They’re really looking for natural products.”

Although the FDA does not regulate the use of the term “natural,” its policy is that it does not object to the term’s use on products that don’t contain added color, artificial flavors or synthetic substances. In a bulletin on food ingredients and colors, the FDA and the International Food Information Council (IFIC) conclude: “Natural ingredients are derived from natural sources . . . Also, some ingredients found in nature can be manufactured artificially and produced more economically — nature-identical compounds — with greater purity and more consistent quality than their natural counterparts.” (See sidebar, Defining Flavoring Pedigrees)

More important, adds Nicole Staniec, business development director, confectionery, at Firmenich, Inc., is that no actual difference exists between the natural and artificial versions of a flavor and most consumers are unable to taste one. The difference, she says, is primarily one of expectation. Thus, Gary Augustine, executive director of market development for Kalsec, Inc., points out, the key difference between natural and artificial flavors is the effect of having products with a “clean” label.

According to Donald Wilkes, CEO of Blue Pacific Flavors, Inc.: “The main advantage for confectionery companies to consider using natural flavors is the opportunity to grow their brands in the natural food channel and differentiate their products in conventional food, c-store and value retail channels. ‘Natural’ consumers tend to pay more for natural food and confectionery products, and natural-flavored confections provide a higher value proposition for the product and brand.”

Institute of Food Technologists spokesperson and Professor of Food Science and Human Nutrition at the University of Maine Mary Ellen Camare, PhD, adds: “People are interested in the health benefits of various herbs and spices, such as antioxidant properties. Adults tend to strategize how they want to spend their money and calories and what tradeoffs they are willing to make.” The steady growth in products touting natural attributes suggests many adults have made that choice.

Do consumers really perceive a difference between natural and artificial flavors? Technical experts weigh in on formulation issues, taste, trends and the value proposition. Pat Fernberg reports.

**Natural Flavors: Delivering Sales, Value**

Perception of flavor — why the green apple flavor one consumer relishes tastes brackish to another — is both psychological and physical. Augustine points to an IFIC study that found more than 85 percent of consumers purchase food on the basis of their sensory attributes, and Paulette Lanzoff, technical director at Synergy Flavors, Inc., explains: “When you bite into an apple, the taste, texture, crunch, tartness, aroma, juiciness — all of those things going on at once are what drive the flavor expectation.” Sources agree that technical and manufacturing advances have minimized differences between natural and synthetic flavors. “Chemicals are chemicals,” Camare says, and explains every flavor has a distinctive
chemical “fingerprint.” Although it is unclear whether the body can recognize the specific fingerprint of a flavor, the brain searches previous sensory experiences to help it identify an aroma.

“Smell is evocative of memory,” she adds. “Basic flavors are innate, and we learn them over time. Much of the perception of flavors comes from smell and expectation. We expect an orange-flavored product to taste like an orange, but medication and age, among other factors, can affect the way we experience flavor.”

Marlene Smothers, associate director of sweet applications at Wild Flavors, GmbH/A.M. Todd, agrees: “It’s what’s in your head, not what’s on your tongue. A lot of what makes a particular flavor acceptable is your prior experience with something. Preferences can vary by region and by cultural heritage, even within a country.”

Richard Gallian, director of product development at Jel Sert Co., adds: “Five or 10 years ago, the trend was for exotic flavors. Now companies seem reluctant to put out something unique, maybe because consumers need to recognize a flavor as something they like before they’ll spend money for it.”

Color also strongly influences consumers’ perception of the way foods taste, according to Gallian. “People use color as a reference point. If it is absent, they depend on smell and taste to identify the flavor. In the U.S., consumers tend to rely less on smell when choosing products, although coffee and cocoa are exceptions.”

Gallian adds that sensory disconnects between color and flavor — if a green gumdrop tastes like anise instead the anticipated apple or lime — can turn off consumers.

Balancing the psychological aspect of taste is the physical interrelationship of flavor agents with ingredients during processing. Pugesek explains that the challenge of using natural ingredients is identifying those that will survive overheated, flavor components break down, destroying the top notes. “Even extremely stable compounds such as orange or lemon can require oil-soluble compounds to maintain structural integrity and texture and deliver flavor through the confection base. “It’s more difficult to get the same impact with some natural flavors as with artificial flavors in a way that’s cost-effective,” she says.

When non-heat-stable compounds are overheated, flavor components break down, destroying the top notes. “Even extremely stable compounds such as orange or lemon can be heat-tolerant as those containing more stable oils.”

Staniec adds that because many natural flavors are water soluble, they don’t work well in applications such as chocolate or gum that require oil-soluble compounds to maintain structural integrity and texture and deliver flavor through the confection base. “It’s more difficult to get the same impact with some natural flavors as with artificial flavors in a way that’s cost-effective,” she says.

Defining flavoring pedigrees

The FDA has issued precise designations about natural flavors; however, the term “natural” spans a broad range of products. Although the label on the back of the package reads “natural flavor,” the front of the package reveals the true nature of the contents:

“Natural” means that all flavor components come from natural sources — the named source, such as mint. Pictorials can be used on the front label along with the words “natural mint flavoring” or “naturally flavored.”

“Natural, with other natural flavors (WONF)” indicates that all flavor components come from natural sources, but only some come from the named source. The label on the front can show a picture, but the descriptor must read: “natural mint flavoring with other natural flavoring” or “naturally flavored.”

In products with all flavor components derived from natural sources but that contain no flavor components from the named source, the front label must include the words “naturally flavored,” but cannot include a pictorial.
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“Natural” consumers tend to pay more for the product and brand.

DONALD WILKES, Blue Pacific Flavors, Inc.
CON SISTENT TASTE AND STABILITY. When supplies of natural ingredients are limited, nature-identical alternatives enable manufacturers to cost-effectively meet commitments without compromising quality. FONA’s Pugesek points out the flavor chemist’s toolbox is fairly limited by the availability, cost and market volatility of natural materials; however, it expands dramatically as the available options increase.

Candymakers who want to convert to natural flavors need to consider not only the availability and cost, but whether the desired flavor will withstand the rigors of processing, as well as the costs related to product reformulation and the ability to match consumers’ expectations. “A flavor profile is one thing; flavor impact — all those things flavor is supposed to do — is another,” Pugesek says.

In addition, Angelich cautions that even when a combination of natural and artificial flavors produces a satisfactory taste and cost solution, it can backfire because to many consumers, “if it’s artificial anywhere, it’s artificial everywhere.”

MANAGING COMMODITY ISSUES

Managing a steady supply of consistently high-quality natural raw materials can be a challenge, flavor suppliers tell Candy & Snack TODAY, because orders are placed well in advance of delivery and agricultural products are susceptible to the vicissitudes of the environment, sustainability, political unrest and economic forces, putting at risk the ability to fulfill supply commitments.

Manufacturers such as Torie & Howard and Jel Sert have plans in place for weathering fluctuations in quality and supply; however, Burke adds: “Once a product formulation has proven successful, there can be no compromise on individual ingredients, especially natural flavors that contribute so much to the identity and success of the product.”

To fulfill obligations to their clients, suppliers develop demand and yield projections and set priorities and a strategic plan for emergencies, Augustine says.

Virginia Dare continually checks stocks of raw materials from its 2,000 suppliers and inventory reserves for quality throughout its shelf life, Angelich says. The key, he advises, is to work with good buyers, but adds the company has staff on site in Madagascar to oversee its vanilla interests.

‘There’s not that same expectation of the flavor being natural in candy that there is in bakery and snacks.’

TIM PARKER
Parker Flavors

Parker recalls the years between 2000 and 2005 when wholesale market prices for vanilla expanded tenfold after suppliers in Madagascar were hit by a series of cyclones, post-storm speculation, a disputed election and a civil war. “It was a perfect storm, year after year,” he says.

Noting vanilla has its own standard of identity and is regulated by law, Parker’s strategy for meeting demand during this period included developing a line of alternate all-natural vanilla flavoring.

Although weather is a major issue, Parker cites a bigger consideration: sustainability. “We must provide market incentives for farmers,” he says. “Vanilla is the number-one flavor, as long as we can keep it sustainable.”

Flavor suppliers continue to grapple with supply and formulation issues as the demand for natural flavors grows. The bottom line, Angelich says, is: “They’re what the consumer is asking for, and they are doable.”

‘People believe “natural” is better for them, but natural flavors per se are not necessarily what they’re looking for. They’re looking for natural products.’

BARBARA PUGESEK
FONA International Inc.